
Hot air rises

Cold air
falls

The air is heated more
in some places than 
others

The wind blows 
across water
and makes
waves.

Trees grow.
Green
plankton 
in sea.

Animals
which
feed on
plankton.
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Cold air is denser than
warm air, so cold air falls
and pushes warm air out of
the way. This is what
causes winds.
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Energy from the Sun
The Sun supplies almost all the energy on Earth. Plants trap the Sun’s energy and change it into stored chemical
energy in the form of food. Plants can then:

● use the food themselves;

● be eaten by animals and so pass on the chemical energy to the animals;

● die and pass on the chemical energy to bacteria and fungi; and

● die and, together with some dead animals, become trapped under conditions that favour the 
formation of coal, oil and natural gas.

The part that the Sun plays in the supply of our energy resources is shown above.

The Sun provides many of our energy resources
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RENEWABLE

NON-RENEWABLE

Key
The wind turns propellors
on wind turbines.

Water from the
sea evaporates. Clouds form.

Rain falls

You can trap rainfall behind dams, then 
use the flow to generate electricity.

Trees died and became buried
in sedimentary rock millions of
years ago (like fossils).

These died and
became buried
in sedimentary 
rock millions of
years ago 
(like fossils).

Energy source

Wind

Waves

Hydro
(electricity)

Biomass

Coal

Oil

Solar

Fossil
fuels

Fuels

Another biomass 
fuel is alcohol 
which is made by 
fermenting sugar 
in sugar cane.

Fuels: are stores of 
energy. The energy 
can be released 
when it is needed.

Solar panels

Solar cells

Light energy can be 
used:
•  for heating air and
   water; and
•  to generate electricity.

Natural
gas

Time and
pressure

LIGHT
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